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Synopsis: The present paper presents an extensive theoretical investiga-

tion of the impedance of the "sea return" of various types of submarine

cables. In the case of the cables used for submarine telegraphy the im-

pedance of the sea return has been practically negligible because of the low

frequencies involved. For these low frequencies the cross-section of the re-

turn path is very large and its resistance low, even though the specific

resistance of sea water is of the order of ten million times that of copper.

As the frequency of the cable current is raised, however, the return cur-

rents crowd in nearer the cable and the resistance of the return path is

increased. For frequencies in and above the telephone range, the return

currents are forced into the steel armor wires around the cable and into the

water just outside of the insulation. The small cross-section of the water

involved and the loss in the armor wires cause the resistance of the return

path to become a very large part of the total resistance of the circuit.

The present investigation led to the conclusion that the resistance of

the return path could be greatly diminished by winding a low resistance

conductor in the form of a copper tape immediately around the gutta

percha insulation applied to the core of the cable. The concentric, cylin-

drical conductor thus formed lies within the armor wires but is not insu-

lated from them and the sea water. Estimates of the sea return which

would have been obtained in the Key West-Havana cable if no copper

tape had been provided give values of 4, 6.5, and 8 ohms per nautical mile

at 1,000, 3,000 and 5,000 cycles. The resistance actually obtained with

the copper tape does not exceed 1.7 ohms at 5,000 cycles. The greater

values would have increased the attenuation by approximately 30% at

1,000 cycles and by 50% at the two higher frequencies. The present

cable permits of the operation of a carrier telegraph channel at 3,800 cycles,

this lying above the range of telephone frequencies.

The paper gives a comparison of the theoretical conclusions with ex-

perimental data and the agreement is so satisfactory as to indicate that

the theory is a reliable guide in the design of such a cable.

—

Editor.

I

THE transmission characteristics of a conducting system, such as

a submarine cable circuit, are determined by its propagation

constant, I\ and characteristic impedance, K, which may be calcu-

lated for the frequency p 2ir from the formulas:

r = V (R + ipL) (G + ipC), (1)

K= ,

R + ipL

\G + ipC'

where R, L, G and C are the four fundamental line parameters, re-

sistance, inductance, leakance, and capacity, all per unit length. These

formulas are rigorous for all types of transmission systems; but the

determination of the line parameters is not always possible by ele-

mentary methods, and may indeed be a matter of considerable com-

1 Reprinted from the Journal of the Franklin Institute, December, 1921.
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plexity and involve rather difficult analysis. In the case of the sub-

marine cable, exact formulas are available for calculating the capacity

and leakage and the core impedance. Considerable uncertainty is

introduced into the theory, however, on account of the lack of a

method of determining the "return impedance," that is, the con-

tribution of the "sea return" (sea water, arjnor wires, etc.) to the

effective resistance and inductance of the circuit. An investigation

of this problem was undertaken by the writers in connection with the

research program of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and the Western Electric Company.

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss transmission over

the submarine cable, and, more particularly, to develop rigorous

formulas for the calculation of the impedance of the return con-

ductor of the cable. The results of theoretical calculations are then

compared with actual experimental data; and the agreement between

theory and experiment is so satisfactory as to indicate that the former

is a reliable guide in the design and predetermination of the cable.

Besides providing a method for accurately calculating the trans-

mission characteristics of a submarine cable, the present analysis

leads to the following general conclusions:

(1) Contrary to usual assumption, the "sea return" impedance

is by no means negligible. Even at quite moderate frequencies there

is a considerable crowding of the return current into the immediate

neighborhood of the cable, with a consequent rapid increase of the

resistance and a corresponding decrease of the inductance of the

circuit. Except at the lowest frequencies, therefore, the impedance

of the "sea return" is a very important factor.

(2) The armor wires which surround the cable, and which are.

necessary for mechanical protection, have a very pronounced effect

on the impedance of the sea returit, and even at moderate frequencies

may become the controlling factor. Their action is to screen the

current from the sea water itself, and, as the frequency increases,

to carry more and more of the return current, until it is almost en-

tirely confined to the armor wires and excluded from the sea water.

(3) The rapid increase in the impedance of the armor wires with

frequency, and their pronounced and even controlling effect on trans-

mission makes a thorough-going study of their role in the electrical

system a matter of first-class importance. Heretofore they appear

to have been regarded only as a mechanical protection, and their

effect on transmission has been ignored. The accurate method of

calculating their impedance which is developed in the following pages

is believed to have considerable value in this connection.
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(4) At relatively high frequencies, the return impedance, and

hence the attenuation and the distortion, may be very greatly de-

creased by a correctly designed thin metallic sheath concentric with

the core, and in electrical contact with the armor wires. The very

important action of such a sheath, even when extremely thin, does not

appear to have been adequately recognized or studied. It is suggested

that the introduction of such a sheath affords a means of greatly

increasing the range of frequencies which the cable can transmit.

The general problem of determining the transmission character-

istics of a system consisting of an insulated conductor surrounded by a

concentric ring of armor wires immersed in sea water is of consider-

able difficulty, since in this case the propagated wave 'must be repre-

sented as a set of component waves centered upon or diverging from

the axes of the core and of the individual armor wires. The problem

was first simplified by replacing the ring of armor wires by a cylindrical

sheath, thus giving circular symmetry to the structure. The analysis

of this case, however, showed that the effect of the iron sheath re-

placing the armor wires was so pronounced as to make this simplifying

assumption of doubtful validity. The general problem was there-

fore attacked, and rigorous methods developed for calculating the

effect of the armor wires upon transmission. The results in this

case differ markedly from those obtained for the case of a continuous

iron sheath, which indicates that great caution must be used in making

assumptions regarding the physical structure of the armoring.

The present paper follows rather closely the course of the writers'

investigation. In Section II is analyzed the problem of transmission

over a system consisting of n coaxial cylindrical conductors, which

may be either in electrical contact at their adjacent surfaces or sepa-

rated from each other by dielectric spaces. The outermost con-

ductor, consisting of the sea water, is assumed to extend to infinity.

This analysis is then applied, in Section III, to the case of a sub-

marine cable which is armored with a continuous iron sheath. This

problem is not only of interest in itself, but serves as a first approxi-

mation to the case of an actual cable, and gives a clear qualitative

idea of the effect of the various factors on transmission. In Section

IV the problem of the submarine cable armored with a ring of iron

wires is attacked and solved by rigorous methods, and the theoretical

results are then compared with experimental data.

II

The solution of the problem of transmission of periodic currents

over a system comprising n coaxial cylindrical conductors consists
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in finding the particular solution of Maxwell's equations which satis-

fies the boundary conditions—continuity of tangential electric and

magnetic forces at the surfaces of the conductors. Let the common
axis of the conductors coincide with the Z axis of a system of polar

coordinates, R, $, Z, and let the electric and magnetic variables in-

volve the common factor exp ( — T z + ipt), T is therefore the propa-

gation factor characterizing transmission, and p is 2-w times the fre-

quency. This factor will not be explicitly written in any of the work

that follows, but it will be assumed to be incorporated in each of the

electric variables so that

From symmetry, it is evident that the component of electric field

intensity in the direction of <j> vanishes, and that the magnetic lines

of force are circles lying in planes perpendicular to the axis of the

system, and centered on that axis. Also, the axial and radial electric

forces are independent of 4>. It can be shown that the radial compo-

nent of electric field intensity in the conductors is negligibly small com-

pared with the axial component. The latter, for a given conductor,

is of the form E exp{ — Tz + ipt), where £ is a solution of the differen-

tial equation

^f + - — + (P - 47rXM^) E = 0. (2)

Here X and ju are the electrical conductivity and the magnetic perme-

ability of the particular conductor, measured in absolute electro-

magnetic units, and £ is a function of r alone.

For the frequencies in which we are interested it may be shown

that T2/-iir\np is exceedingly small, so that (2) may be written

|f +IP_4tXm#E = 0. (3)
dr r dr

We will designate by the subscript j all quantities pertaining to the

j'h conductor, counting from the axis. The solution of (3) for this

conductor may then be written

Ej = AjUpi) + BjKo(Pi), (4)

where J and K are Bessel functions of zero order, Aj and Bj are

arbitrary constants and

pj = ri -\/Air\jpjpi = ra,.
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The magnetic field intensity can then be obtained from the curl law,

dll dE

which gives r
Hj= \\ AjJJ (pj) + BjK '

(Pj)\, (5)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to pj. Taking

the line integral of both sides of (5) around circular paths in con-

ductor j lying close to the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder we
obtain

AjJo' (yj) + BjK '
(yj) = ?^£ (/x + I2 + . . . + Ij _ »), (6)

AjJ ' (xj) + BjKo' (xj) =^ (/i + h + • . • + Ij),
Xj

in' which
Ij = current in the jth conductor,

Xj = otjdj,

yj = otjbj,

dj = external radius of jth conductor,

bj — internal radius of jth conductor.

The values of the electric field intensity at the inner and outer sur-

faces of the J conductor can be written, from (4)

E/ = AjJoiyj) A-BjKoiyj),

E'j> = AjJ {xj) A-BjKoixj).

Combining, in turn, each of these equations with relations (6) to

eliminate Aj and Bj, we obtain

E/ = Z'
; h + Z'i%h + • + Z'jjlj (7)

E'j' = Z'j[ h + Z'j'i h + . . . + Zjjlj,

in which

7» - o „•* ri h fo> kq m - J° ^ K° fo>
jk * P U Jo' (xj) K '

(yj ) - J' (yj) KJ (Xj)

1 J (Xj) K ' (Xj) - /.' (Xj) Kg (Xj) ~l

yj J ' (xj) K ' (y3) - Jo' (yj) KJ (Xj)J '

"f J

_ 2»jip rjp (xj) K '

(yj ) - Jo' (&) K (xj) ~i

*»
xj I

J

'
(Xj ) K '

(yj) - J '
(yj) K„' (*,)J

'

7' - o -A P J° <»> K° ^ ~ J° (») KQ (yj) /rnZ
'* " W PU -V (xj) K '

(yj )
- Jo' (yj) K '

(Xj)

W
1 Jo(yj)K '(xj) - Jo'(xj)K (yj)-i

yj Jo' (xj) KJ (yj) - Jo' (yj) K ' (*,)_[•
^J

7 , ^jip rJ (yj ) K '

(yy) - Jo' (yj) K (y,) -|

^ * Lj'o (^) X' (») - J '
(yj) K ' (xj)J
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We have now succeeded in expressing the electric forces in the

conductors as linear functions of the currents I y . . . /„, the coeffi-

cients being of the nature of impedances, by a method which is simply

an application of the principle of continuity of magnetic field intensity.

The remaining boundary condition, continuity of the tangential

component of electrical field intensity gives, where two consecutive

cylinders are in electrical contact,

e/+1 - Ey = [z;
;

... - Zj\
J

i, + . . . + [z;+lli - z>f\

Ij + ZWfl/i+l = 0. (9)

This gives m relations between the n currents of the system, m
being the number of contacts between successive cylinders. In the

case where the j and (j -f- l)st conductors are separated by a layer

of dielectric material, a relation between the boundary values of

electric field intensity may be obtained as follows:

If E, is the radial electric field intensity in the dielectric, then

Vi Erdr

is the potential difference between the j and {j + l)st conductors,

in the sense employed in ordinary circuit theory. If we now apply the

law

curl h = — a —r-
dt

(j + 1)
5< Conductor

j'h Conductor

Fig. 1
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to the elementary contour shown in Fig 1 we get

- |5 + E '

j+1 - E)' = rfi&j, (10)

or

TVj + E$+1 -E'j' = flip* (11

where
«fy

is the magnetic flux threading the contour and is given by

% = 2 (/: + /2 + ... + /,) log &t!.

From the law
div ££ = 4tt(2,

£, = p(Gi + & + . • . + QJ)

where Q, is the charge on the j
th conductor and kj is the dielectric

constant of the medium, whence,

V>-|log^-1
(Qi + Q.... + G). (12)

ft; O;

Furthermore, the rate of gain of charge is

! (Gi + Gi+•+ G) « -
J;

(A + /. + ... + ii)

- 4t(Qi + Qs + • + Of) ©Afc (13

where the last term represents the leakage current, &• being the

specific conductivity of the dielectric.

From (13) we have

i- (4»o+ *Mi) «?i + <2* + • • • + Qj) = r (/i + /2 + ... + I;,)

and substituting this value of (Qi + (?2 + • • • + (?./) in (12) g'ves

»> - » (T. + /. + ..- + « 4^^. log^ (H)

and from this and (11)

"
l~r jtW - *PLJ] & + Js + • + = 3/+1 - *F (15)
LGj + iptj J

where

2 log^ 2 log^
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Substituting the values of E" and F/+1 from (7) in (15) gives

-
[Gj l\pCj

~ ip Lj] (/. + /2 + • • + Ij) = (Z/+1.1 - ZU A+ • • •

— Zj+ li/f i-T/'+i • (16)

An equation of this sort may be obtained for each layer of dielectric

and these combined with equations (9) and the condition that the

electric field intensity in the sea water must vanish at infinity,

En' = z;,\ h + . . . + z;; /„ = o,

give n relations between I\ . . . I„. In order that these shall be con-

sistent, the determinant of the coefficients must vanish.

Z'i\ — Z'\[,

Z'n - ZYU

Zio,

Z&2 — Z22, Z'u,

Zj+\,i — Zj'i + Zj, Zj+1,2 ~ Zj,2 -\- Zj, —

Z"

where

Zj = ?

z '„'>,

r-

_ _ _ _ 7'

:i7)

=

Gj + ipQ
- ipLj.

This is an equation in F2 of degree equal to the number of dielectric

layers; consequently, there are as many independent modes of propaga-

tion in the system as there are branches in the network of conductors.

From this point the method of determining the behavior of the

system depends upon conditions in the particular problem. For the

case where there are k dielectric layers separating the conductors

into k + 1 groups the current on the jtb group may be written in the

form

Ij = Ajx exp (-T, z + ipt) + . . . + Ajk exp (-I\. 2 + ipt)

+ Bj, exp (Ti z + ipt) + . . . + Bjk exp (Tk z + ipt),

where T2
i . . . T2

k are the k roots of the determinant (17) and Aji

. . . Ajk, Bj\ . . . Bj-; are constants. These constants are not all in-
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dependent, however, since, for each value of T, Ti for instance, there

exist k relations of the form (16) which the corresponding set of

constants A n , A-.,, . . . A kl must satisfy. The remaining 2k inde-

pendent constants can then be determined from a knowledge of the

conditions at the terminals of the conductors.

It is important to observe that the transmission characteristics of

a system of coaxial conductors are influenced to a great extent by

the manner of connecting the various members of the system.

Anomalies in the impedance of a complicated network such as a

submarine cable with several conducting sheaths in the return path,

may often be traced to lack of proper connections between the sheaths,

or to faulty joints.

in

The submarine cable armored with a continuous coaxial sheath,

as shown in Fig. 2, is a particular case of the foregoing, and one which

presents a clearer idea of the physical significance of the various steps

in the general theory. There are only two groups of conductors, the

Copper Conductor -

Insulator —

Jute 1—

Iron Armor

Sea Water

Fig. 2

first consisting of the core conductor, and the second comprising the

iron sheath and the sea water, the two groups being separated by the

insulating material and the layer of jute. Consequently, there is

only one mode of propagation, and the analysis is considerably sim-

plified.

The jute is assumed to contain sufficient sea water so that although

it conducts practically no current axially, it maintains equality of

potential between the outer surface of the gutta percha and the inner
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surface of the iron sheath. Consequently equation (10) may be

written

|^ - E2
' + E[' = - ixip® = - ipLnh, (18)

where E'\ and E' 2 are the values of electric field intensity at the

outer surface of the core conductor and the inner surface of the iron,

respectively, V is the potential difference between these two surfaces,

and <£ is the magnetic flux threading unit length of the gutta percha

and jute. Also, from (14)

_ dV = r2

dz G + ipC

in which Zi is the current in the core and

h (19)

r - 47rgl2 r - kl2 /omG t> c r> (20)

2 log- 2 1og-

where gi2 and kn are the electrical constants of the gutta percha,

and b is the external radius of the core. It is evident, that G and C
are respectively the leakage and capacity of unit length of the cable.

Therefore, from (1),

GTWc ~ R + ipL ~ z
< (21)

where R and L are the resistance and inductance of unit length of the

cable, including the sea return. Equation (18) may then be written

Z h = E{' - E2
' + ipL12 1 1. (22)

To determine Z we must express E" \ and E'2 as functions of I\.

We have seen that

E[' = Zx h, (23)

where Z\ may be termed the " internal impedance " per unit length

of this conductor. In fact, when we place y\ = o in (8) we obtain

,, _ 2mip Jo (xi)

Xi Jo (*i)

which is the usual formula for the internal impedance of a cylindrical

conductor.

Similarly

£2
' = - Z 2 h (25)

where Z2 is the internal impedance of the return conductor, the
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minus sign being due to the fact that the current in the return is

in the negative direction of z.

Inserting (23) and (25) in (22) gives

Z = Z y + Z2 + ipL 12 .

The quantity Z2 may be determined in the following manner. From

(7) we have

E2
' = Z'2l h + Z22 h, (26)

where I2 is the current in the iron sheath. The value of this current

can be found by applying the condition of continuity of electric

field intensity at the common surface of the iron and the sea water,

as in equation (9). This gives

Z'2\ /1 + Z'2
'

2 h = Z31 h + Z!i2 h + Z33 h,

in which I3 is the current in the sea water. From (8) it can be seen

that Z33 = 0, since Xa = go, therefore

h = f;:
~ z

'f h. (27)
Z<22 — ^62

Substituting (27) in (26) gives

Z.ii — Z2 \e2
' = [z21 +

it* - zi ^y*'

and by comparison with (25) we have

Z2 = — Z'21 — 777 77- Z22 (28)
Z.22 — ^-J2

as the internal impedance of the return conductor. The resistance

and reactance per unit length of this portion of the circuit are then

represented by the real and imaginary parts of (28) respectively.

We may then determine R and L from the formula

Z = R + ipL = Zx + Z2 + ipL 12 , (29)

where Z x and Z2 are calculated from (23) and (28) and

L i2 = 2 log-^-,

b2 and a L
being the inner radius of the iron and the outer radius of

the core conductor, respectively.

For purposes of comparison, the return impedance is calculated

for the case where the iron armoring is absent, the return current
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being conducted by the sea water alone. As in the preceding case,

2mip Jo(xi)Z 1
=

Xi Jo(Xi)

The expression for Z2 simplifies considerably. The electric field

intensity in the sea water may be written, from (4),

E2 = B 2 K (p2), (30)

the term in J being absent in order to permit E2 to vanish at infinity.

Also, from (6),

Bz K '{y*) = ****h.
y2

From (30) and (31) we have

, _ 2fi2ip K (y2) r
-C<2 — rri / \ -* 1«

yi K' {y2)

from which the return impedance can be written,

Z2 = - 2/x2ip K (y2)

We have then

Z = R + ipL =

y* K' (yt)

2m iip Jo (xi) _ 2n2ip K (y2 )

xi Jo (xi) y2 K' (y2)

(31)

(32)

(33)

+ ipLu.

The resistance and inductance of the sea return of a submarine

cable were calculated from formula (28), employing the following

values for the constants:

Copper

Iron

Sea Water

Gti = .226 cm.

&i =
Mi = 1

Xi = 6.06 x 10-4

a2 = .990 cm.

b 2 = .737 cm.

] M2 - 100

i

X 2 = 8 x 10- 6

a 3 = °°

b 3 = .990 cm.

M3 = 1

X3 = 5 x 10"u
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The armoring was then assumed to be replaced by sea water, and

the resistance and inductance of the cable were calculated from (33).

The results of the calculations are shown in the curves of Fig. 3.

It is evident from these curves that the effect of the iron armoring

is to increase considerably the impedance of the return path. The

12
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100

physical explanation of this fact is that the iron acts as a shield to

screen from the sea water the electromagnetic effects of the current

flowing in the cable conductor. Energy is dissipated in the armoring

and is prevented from spreading out through the surrounding medium.

The assumption that the armor wires could be replaced by a solid

cylinder of iron is, therefore, subject to question, since it is possible

that the larger surface area of the assemblage of armor wires, and

the gaps between these wires may be effective in diminishing the

energy dissipated in the armoring and consequently diminishing the

screening effect. This problem is investigated in the following section.

IV

The physical system under consideration is shown schematically

in cross-section in Fig. 4, and consists of an insulated conductor and
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protective covering of jute, surrounded by a ring of N armor wires

immersed in sea water. The method of solution is essentially similar

to that given in the preceding pages, and consists in determining the

values of electric field intensity at the outer surface of the core con-

ductor and the inner surface of the return conductor, from which the

internal impedances of the two conductors can be found.

Fig. 4

The main difficulty in the analysis is caused by the lack of uniaxial

symmetry in the return conductor. This was overcome by employ-

ing a method developed by one of the authors2 in a study of trans-

mission in parallel wires.

The electric field intensity in the sea water satisfies the differential

equation

1 d2E
„2 - —

dr"- r dr r- 9<£
2
- 4tt\hPIE = 0,

the solution of which is a Fourier-Bessel expansion,

E = AoK (ra) -Mi # i (ra) cos <j> + A 2 K2 (ra) cos 20 + . . . +

,

r and </> being referred to the axis of the particular wire.

Assuming that the current distribution in the core conductor is

independent of the angle <j>, that is, neglecting the individual char-

acter of the armor wires only in their effect on the current distribu-

tion in the core, the effect due to the current in the core is represented

'"Wave Propagation over Parallel Wires; The Proximity Effect." John R.

Carson, Phil. Mai-., vol. xli, p. 607 (1921).
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by the first term of such a series, and the total field intensity may be

written
N— 1 pa

E = AK (m) +22 BsKs (apj) COS s<fo'' (3i)

J = o s = o

pj and ty being referred to the axis of wire j, as shown in Fig. 5. That

is, the resultant field is expressible as a set of waves centered on the

axis of the cable and the axes of the N armor wires.

Fig. 5

In the neighborhood of the armor wires the arguments of the Bessel

functions are sufficiently small 3 to permit of the approximations

where

and

K (ap) = K - log p,

K = 0.11593 log—,
a

Ks (ap) =
( - apy

3 See Note I at end of paper.
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The series (34) can, therefore, be written

E - A(K - log,) + B (NK - ]Tlogp,-) + ]r JT Bs -^^, (35)

j = O J = O 5 = i
*

in which Bs has absorbed the constant quantities. From this, the

magnetic intensity in the sea water can be obtained by differentiation.

Inside any armor wire, at the surface, the field intensities are

E = C J (lt) + &M& cos 4> + . . . + C„J„($) cos tuf> + . . . + , (36)

ff* =^[o/ '(*)+Ci/i'(£)cos4+ • • • + CHJ'n(t)cosn4>+ . . . + ](37)

where £ = ais/iTrXupi,

X and n being the electrical conductivity and the magnetic perme-

ability, respectively, of the material of the armor wire. The quan-

tities a and are centered on the axis of the wire.

In order to determine the coefficients A, B , B u — , C , C\, — we
make use of the fact that the electric and the magnetic field intensi-

ties are continuous at the surface of the wire. It is obvious, however,

that nothing can be learned by equating (35) and (36) since they

are formally dissimilar. We therefore transform 4 the various terms

of (35) to a common axis which coincides with the axis of one of the

armor wires, hereafter called wire " zero," and the electric field

intensity in the sea water, close to the surface of the armor wire, is

E = {A 4- NB ) K - A logc - 5 log {add . . . cn-i) - S

+ [gi/f - f (A + 5„ Bo) + ^77 Sil cos

+ [ ffi/r
2 + -y (A + 522 Bo) + -^ 2 2

J
cos 20 (38)

+ ["«./*»+ {—2? {A + .S„„5 ) - L|." S„~] cos n*,

2 = Snqi — S«iqi + 5 3 353- • • • ,

Si = S02S1
_ 2 Sitf* 4- 3 52433- • • • , (39)

5 2 = 1.2 SnQi — 2.3 SoiQi + 3.4 Snq3 .

5 3 = 1.2.3 524gi - 2.3.4 51552 + 3.4.5 S0Gq3 ,

4 See Note II.
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Spq
—

N ~ l COS pOj

(40)

q„ = B„/c",

*-T
The quantities 4> and a have the same significance as in equations

(36) and (37).

The tangential magnetic field intensity in the sea water at the

surface of wire " zero " is, therefore,

„ 1 dE, 1
ii<p = - -3 +cos*[-g,/r-r(4+SuBo)+Y^: 1

J
(41)

ip da ipa

+ 2 cos 2<*>[ - q,/r- + -y (A + 522 Bo) —^ Si]

4- « cos w* [ - gB/f« +
(—p^ (A + S„„ Bo) - {—^ S„]

To satisfy the condition of continuity of electric and magnetic

field intensities at the surface of the armor wire it is necessary that

the coefficients of the corresponding terms of (36) and (38) and of

(37) and (41) be equal. This gives

Co Jo(Z) = (A+ NBo) K- A logc - B log (ac 1 . . . c„) - 20( (42)

CnMH) =ffn/^+^^U + SnnB )
-tit 2„, H = 1 , 2, . . . oo (43)

ZJ'o (*) Co = - ixBo, (44)

Vn (?) G, = - »JU [<Z„/r» " ^^ (i4 + SnnBo)
L w

,

-i^ S„]. W = l,2,... c (45)

From these expressions the quantities 2?i ...&.. . can be de-

termined. Multiplying (43) by n\i and subtracting (45) gives

C = ?^ I (46)
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which expresses C„ in terms of qn . Multiplying (43) by $"-/„' (f) and

(45) by /„ (f), and subtracting gives

qn = (- 1) '%,r [£ M + 5BB5 ) - |j S»l, » - 1, 2, . . .oe (47)

where
. _ nnJn ({) - £/,-' (j) , .

A
" ,,„/„ (|) + */„' (€)'

^
From the infinite set of simultaneous equations (47) the infinitely

many variables q„ may be determined in terms of A and B .

h

We have thus determined the arbitrary constants C . . . C„ and

</i . . . q„ (or J5i . . . Bn) as functions of .4 and B . It remains to

express the latter quantities in terms of physical quantities. If Ji

is the current in the armor then -^ is the current in a single wire. In-

tegrating (41) completely around the armor wire " zero " gives,

therefore,

2pi^=-B . (49)

Similarly, if /„ is the current in the core conductor, we find

2pil = - A. (50)

We can, therefore, express all the arbitrary constants as linear, homo-

geneous functions of /„ and /j.

To determine the relation between these currents, we have from

(49) and (44),

CJ (0 = ^, (51)

where

_ 2y.jp Jo (£)

t Jo' ay

Substituting (49), (50) and (51) in (42) gives

~/!= -2ip (/„+/,) tf +2f>/ologc+2i/>^log {act . . . cH) (52)

— (Suqi — S2 2q2 + S33q3 — • • • ).

from which, since q\ q„ are functions of Ii and /„, the ratio I /I\

can be obtained.

"See Note III.
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Having shown that the constants A, Ba . . . of the series (35) are

proportional to I , we can express the electric field intensity at the

inner surface of the return conductor in the form

£2 = — Z2I -

The computation of Z2 is facilitated by transforming the terms of

(35) to the axis of the core conductor 6 and placing r = c — a. We
thus obtain

E2 = -Z2 I =(A-\-NB )K-A\og(c-a)-NB \ogc-N(q 1
-q2+ q3 . . .)

+ (terms containing cos 6, cos 20, etc., as factors). (53)

We have, by applying the curl law to an elementary contour which

links the core conductor and the return,

|^ - E, + E2 = - *>t> 12 , (54)

t? _ 7 r
2V-oip Jo (£<>) r

?0 Jo UoJ

(55)

$12 = 1*12 Io = 2 I log ——

,

where

and

£ = a i \/4:Tr'Kol*oip,

> and fi being the electrical constants of the core conductor and

o its radius. The value given above for $12 holds only for the con-

tour on which E2 is independent of the angle 6, that is, when the terms

of (53) that contain cos 6, cos 29, etc., vanish. The value of Z2 to

be used in (54) is therefore determined from

E 2
= - Z2 I - (A + NB ) K - A log (c - a) - NB log c

- N (2l - q2 + . . .) (56)

As before, ~ =(R + ipL) Io, (57)

where R and L are the resistance and inductance per unit length of

the cable, including the sea return.

We have then from (54),

R + ipL = Zi + Z 2 + ipLu, (58)

from which R and L can be determined.

See Note II. •
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The process of calculating the resistance and inductance of a sub-

marine cable by the method just described may be summarized as

follows:

(1) Determine from (47) the quantities q\ . . . qn \n terms of A and

B , and then in terms of h and I by (49) and (50).

(2) Substitute these values of Qi . g„ in (52) and obtain the

ratio IJI\.

(3) Substitute for A, B and qx . . . qn in (56) their values in terms

of I and I\.

(4) Eliminate I\ from these two relations, thus obtaining £2 in

terms of I . Then Z2 = — E2/I .

(5) Substitute this value of Z2 and the value of Zi calculated

from (55) in equation (58).

(6) The resistance and the inductance per unit length of the cable

may then be determined from the real and imaginary parts of the

latter equation.

Percentage of Return
Current Corned by Armor

A ~ Continuous Sheath
B~ Wires

1

c
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%
80
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50
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/

/
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/21

10
J^_

Frequency 'Cycles per Sec.

lb 50

Fig. 6

75 100

The resistance and inductance of a cable of cross-section shown

in Fig. 4 were computed by the method just described, the results

being given by curves E and F of Fig. 3. The cable in this case is

identical with that shown in Fig. 2 previously described, except that

the continuous iron sheath has been replaced by fifteen wires. The
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effect of the presence of the iron upon the resistance of the return

conductor is still noticeable, although it is much less than in the case

of the continuous iron sheath. The reason for this is evident after

inspection of the curves of Fig. 6, which show the percentage of return

current carried by the armor in the two cases. Especially at the

lower frequencies, the return current is much more confined by the

continuous sheath than it is by the wires.

As a check of the method, the resistance and inductance of the

Seattle-Sitka cable of the United States Signal Corps were calcu-

lated for frequencies in the range 50 to 600 cycles per second, and

IS

14 lb A-

1.3 76
>

I2_

1.1

1.4

7A

JU
<"

[0g

at

s

3*

a

1. §

6^

1

x si
Resistance 8 Inductance
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Sea Return
Seattle-Sitka Cable

\
V s n\

//
/

7 D
77

,A~Resistance - Small Diameter Armor Ring.

B~ Resistance ~ Large Diameter Armor Ring

C -Inductance- Small Diameter Armor Ring.

D~ Inductance -Large Diameter Armor Ring.

0~ Experimental Values

2 4

1 ?

100 100 Freauencv-Cvc/es per Sec. 500 600

Fig. 7

the values so obtained were then compared with the results of meas-

urements recently made upon this cable.7 The constants used in

the calculations were as follows:

Conductor
Diameter 216 cm.

Resistance per nautical mile 9 ohms
Rubber Insulation

Outside diameter 718 cm.

Capacity per nautical mile 38 mf.

A rmoring
16 wires each .242 cm. diameter

Outside Diameter of Cable 2.06 cm.

7 "The Use of Alternatinc Currents for Submarine Cable Transmission," Frederick

E. Pernot, Jour, of the Franklin Institute, vol. 190, p. 323, 1920.
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Owing to lack of information concerning the mean radius of the

ring of armor wires, two sets of data were computed employing the

values c — 0.6148 and c = 0.920, which correspond, respectively, to

zero and maximum separation of the armor wires.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 7. The experi-

mental values are indicated by small circles, and agree well with the

theoretical values throughout the range of frequencies. The re-

100
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/
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//
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/
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sistance of the sea return increases most rapidly in the region of

frequencies used in ordinary telegraphy, to 100 cycles per second.

In this range the inductance of the cable also has its greatest values,

and these two effects have considerable influence in determining the

transmission characteristics of the cable.

The percentage of the return current that is carried by the armor

wires is shown in Fig. 8.
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Conclusions

As was previously pointed out, the effect of the shielding action

of the iron armor of a submarine cable is to diminish the electro-

magnetic field which is propagated through the sea water, and which

gives rise to the return current. Combined with this effect is the

shielding action of the sea water adjacent to the cable, upon the dis-

tant portions. The total shielding effect increases with the fre-

quency until a point is reached where practically the whole of the

return current is carried by the armor wires.

Several remedies have been suggested for diminishing the damping

effect of the armor wires. It can be proved, for example, that for a

given size of core and weight of armor, the number and size of armor

wires can be chosen so as to give a minimum value of return im-

pedance. A proper choice of the electrical constants of the ma-

terial of which the armor is constructed would also be of advantage,

since the return impedance is somewhat larger for iron than it is for

•material of higher or lower conductivity.

Another method of diminishing the return impedance, which has

been used in practice, is to wrap the cable core with a number of con-

centric layers of conducting tape before it is covered with jute. The

return current, as it crowds in toward the core with increasing fre-

quency, will then have a path of comparatively low impedance, and

at the higher frequencies only a small portion of the current will be

carried by the armor wires and the sea water. The impedance of

the return path can be calculated for this case by the methods given

in the preceding pages. The following table compares the values

of the resistance of the return conductor calculated by three different

methods, and determined experimentally, for a cable provided with

a brass tape 5 mils in thickness.

Resistance of Return Conductor—OHMS per Statute Mile

Frequency
Cycles
per Sec.

Approximate
Method

Approx. Method8

Corrected by

r -
2

1- actor —
Exact
Method

Experimental

3,000
10,000

4.00
4.90

3.15

4.25

2.87

4.45

2.92

4.60

i The experimental values are the results of a series of measure-

ments made by the Department of Development and Research of

8 This is an empirical formula which has been found to be fairly close in most

cases. The correction factor suggested itself in that it takes care of the increased

surface of the armor wires, as compared with the corresponding continuous sheath.
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the American Telephone and Telegraph Company upon the Victoria-

Vancouver submarine cable. The calculated values were obtained

by both the approximate and the exact methods, discussed in the

preceding pages, in which the armor of the cable is treated, respec-

tively, as a continuous sheath and as a ring of wires. The modifica-

tions which must be introduced to include the effect of the conduct-

ing tape are outlined in the discussion of the general theory. The
agreement between the calculated and the measured values of return

resistance proves that the method developed in the present paper

is accurate even at the highest frequencies employed in telephony.

Note I

—

Note ox Bessel Functions

The Bessel Functions of zero order of the first and second kinds,

J (p) and K (/>), used in the preceding work are all to a complex

argument p = igvTwhere q is a real number and i = V- 1. The

following formulas9 may be used for determining the values of these

functions:

q < 0.1

Up) = i J'o(p) = -h P

Ko(P) = log, — = .11593 - log,g - ^7P 4

Ko' (p) = - -
P

\

(Jahnke u. Emde, " Funktionentafeln," pp. 97, 98.)

0.1 < q< 10

The reports of the British Association for 1912 and 1915 give the

values in this range of the functions ber q, ber' q, bei q, bei' q, ker q,

ker'g, kei q, kei'q which are defined by the relations

Jo (iqy/i) = ber q + i bei q,

iy/i Jo' (iq\/i) = ber'q 4- i bei'g,

K (iqy/i) = ker q 4- i kei q,

i\/i K '{iq\/i) = ker'q 4- ' kei'g.

9 It is to be noted that this approximation for IC (p) differs from the expression

used by J. J. Thomson, "Recent Researches in Electricity and Magnetism," p. 263.

Thomson's formula (2) from which his approximation was derived, contains a

number of errors and should read

Ko (x) = ( - C + log 2i - log x) Jo (x) -2 J, (x) - j Jt (x) + J /,) (*)

where C = .5772 log = log y.
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q > 10

Jo (qV=i) = 7=[_cos (j^-fJ
+ i sin

( V2 ~ OJ
Jo (qV~ = i Jo (qV~ i)

KJ {qV^l) = -iK (qV^i)

Note II

—

Transformation of Fourier-Bessel Expansion

In problems involving Fourier-Bessel expansions it is sometimes

necessary to transform quantities of the form

cos 50v sin s<t>j ,—r2 , H, log Pj,
P] Pj

from the system of coordinates pjt fy to the systems p, <p or r, 6 which

are related as shown in Fig. 5.

The necessary formula may be derived as follows. We have

cos S(j>j + i sin s<t>j _ e^j _ /d+J \
=

1

Pj -P) \ Pj ) Zj,

where Z, is the conjugate of the vector Z'j = pjt
,(p

-i. Similarly

we may write

Z = pe'(*-
,r+2o

J>,

Cj = cj €<* + '!

The vectors Zj, Z and C, as may be seen from Fig. 5, have the

lengths pi, p and c, respectively, and the directions indicated by the

arrows.

By vector addition,

Z'j = Z + Cj

whence Zj = Z' + C'j,

where Z' and C'j are the conjugates of Z and Cj respectively.

By expansion

i _ i = jlt\ _±zi, 5(5 + 1) z*

Z'j'iZ' + C'jY C'/L 1 C'j 1.2 C'2

_ 5 (5 + 1) (5 + 2) Z* _ _"|
1.2.3 q> T J
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1 Js (T+a:) Jsa:

We have — = —— = ( - 1)* —

.

Ljs Cj Cj

ancl
— = Jl_ £

«n(2a—*-a/) _ _P__
e
_,„ ( + aj)

G'« Cj Cj

Therefore

e

cos

ly Zj CJ L 1 Cj

+
1.2 cj

* 'J
Equating the real and imaginary parts gives

-r1 = -—rH cos saJ —i— cos (0 - aj [s - 1J) +

iiL+1) | cos (2* -a, [s -2]) ].

sin^fe = (_-_& r
+
s^

sin{(f> _ [s
_

1]} +
P
s
j <% L. 1 0"

Similarly

log Zj = log (c; + z 1

)

- i r'4.?-i?lM^-g Lj
' +

c; 2 c«
+

3 cp

-i)» -

1

Equating real and imaginary parts we have

-|2
log pj = log Cj + -£- cos (0 - ay) - -H-

- cos 2 (</>-a,) + ...+,
c,- z Cy

1 2

*/ = t sin (0 - aj) - o" 75 sin 2 (</. - ay) + . . . +.
Cj Z Cj

The following formulas may be derived in a similar manner:

cosstf), ( — 1)« r
i

. j r ,. v . 5(j+1) r
2

. -i

-^r =-^-Ll+T7 cos(0- 7j)+^
:

2--cos2(e- Tj)+
...+J,

sin50j (-l)s+1 fj r . . v 5(5+1) r
2

. ., .
-1

r 1 r2

log PJ = log c - — cos (0 - yj) -
-s- -j- cos 2 (0 - 7j) .

C Z C
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Note III

—

Determination of q x , q2 , etc.

.The equations (47),

q„ = (- DnK~- (A + Snn B ) - ( - 1)*X *— S„ n = 1 - - «

are linear in the variables q i} q^ — , since

n\
Sfl

= »! 5„_i,„+i g-i —
J:

S'n-2,n+ 2 ?2 •

The values </i, q-2 • may be determined by a method of approxi-

mations, qn being the limit of the sequence

the successive terms of whi ch are defined by the expressions

qum = (-l)-xJ~(A +S„„Bo),
TV

qn
u+D = (_i)» L_ (i4 + 5bw5 ) - (-1)" L_ v

?/ (5
o-

))f

where F„ (y
(-7)

) is the value of J„ when gi, q% — .;< replaced by

qiU) t q2U) .

This method, however, while formally simple and direct is not

usually well adapted for numerical solution. For all sizes of armor

wire and for frequencies of practical importance the argument f in

the expression (48) is small compared with p. and the quantities,

Xi, X2,

are all nearly unity. This suggests the use of the following method

of solution of equations (47).

The solution of the auxiliary set of equations

pi = - ?-(A +5,1 So) -hj^Mp),

s-2» >-2«

Pn = ( " 1)"— U + SU B ) - ( - 1)" ^ Zn{p),

in the auxiliary variables pi, pi — may be written,

Pi = - r
2 Cu (A + Su B ) + ^ C12 (A + S22 B ) + . . . + ,

P„ = - f
2 Cnl {A + Sn Bo) + § C„2 (4 + 522 £ ) + . . . + ,
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in which Cu, etc., are numerics. This solution is effected by retain-

ing a finite number of equations and an equal number of variables

and solving by the usual methods. It will be found that except in

extreme cases, a very good approximation can be gotten by ignoring

all the p's except the first four. The q's may then be obtained by

the relation

qn = Pn + d„

d„ being defined by

d„ = (X„ - \)pH - ( - 1)"X„
S— Z n (d).

This system is easily adapted to solution by successive ap-

proximations,

d n = as + d<» + d™ +
in which

d<
"
=

(
l ~ t)

c" ipl + •

'
•
+

(
x " *)

Cnnp '"

d*
+l) =

i
1 - h)

Cnidi<J) + • • • + - i)
c""d(̂ '

Cn \, etc., being the numerical coefficients which appear in the ex-

pressions for Pi, Pt . . . .

A very good approximation which holds in most cases is

dn = (X, - 1) Cni pi + (X2 - 1) C„o p2 + ...+ (x„ - \)C„„p„.


